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Message from the President 
 

 
Tonight, we celebrate the amazing and talented science        
students who are the best of 927 entries in the STANSW           
Young Scientist Awards Program for 2019. One positive        
note is the large number of female participants in the          
competition. There is no reason for any child not to like           
science and STANSW strongly believe in equal opportunity        
for both boys and girls.  
 
To have a state program that truly incorporates all STEM          
subjects and brings together the professional teaching       
associations is a wonderful achievement. There are a large number of sponsors            
of this awards program that support this STEM initiative. There are also a large              
number of volunteers from the teachers at the schools who encourage the            
students to enter, the teachers who volunteer many hours to mark all the             
programs, and most importantly the group of Young Scientist Awards          
Committee who work on this program all year. I would like to congratulate             
Anjali Rao for her commitment to the leadership of this committee for her             
second year.  
 
Can I request that all schools consider sending a teacher along to help judge the               
projects? It is wonderful professional learning and teachers can read for           
themselves some of the amazing research the winners here tonight can do. So             
next year when the judging notice is sent out, think about coming along. You              
will be impressed.  
  
Best wishes from STANSW  
Margaret Shepherd  
President 2019  
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STANSW Young Scientist Committee 

The STANSW Young Scientist Committee is a group of dedicated volunteers who            
work to develop innovative STEM strategies for supporting NSW teachers. 
 

Anjali Chandrasekar-Rao (Coordinator) 
Warwick Adams 
Leonard Cheung 

James Cleaver 
Ian Fairhurst 
Firth Garth 

Stuart Garth 
Ann Hanna 

Edwina Hine 
Annie Martin 

Scott McGillicuddy 
Philippa Miller 

Elizabeth O'Connor 
Julie Rogers 
Stanley Tang 

Natasa Vranesevic 
Bob Wheway 

ISEF Judging Panel 

The ISEF Panel is a highly experienced judging panel, who review the top 20+              
projects and select the STANSW Young Scientist of the Year and the finalists for              
the  International Science and Engineering Fair. 
 

Dagmar Arthur McCloughan (Judging Chair) 
Dr Melissa Thompson (Science Education Expert) 

Associate Professor Kerry Hitos (Biomedical Scientist) 
John Nicholls (AARNet-Technology Expert) 

James Cleaver (IBM) 
Stuart Garth (SRC Chair) 
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Message from the Coordinator 
 

It has been another whirlwind year for the Young         
Scientist program. We were thrilled to welcome a new         
ISEF sponsor in early February - the Office of the NSW           
Chief Scientist and Engineer. Their sponsorship through       
the Supporting Young Scientists Program of 4 students        
allowed us to take our full complement of 9 students to           
ISEF 2019 in Phoenix, Arizona. We thank them and look          
forward to a long collaboration with them.  
 
Once again, our students did themselves and their        
country proud - representing NSW and Australia with distinction. The team           
returned with 4 Grand Awards and 2 Special Awards. Of special note was our              
first ever Mathematics category award won by Callum Predavec. 
 
2019 marked the year we put into place a formal mentoring program for our              
ISEF delegation. The students were able to call on a team of former winners,              
teachers, judges and industry mentors as they prepared for ISEF as well as             
during the competition. It has been heartwarming to see our alumni           
contribute to and lead this initiative so wholeheartedly.  
 
This year we have had a record number of entries with over 930 projects              
entered into all the different categories. The introduction of the Extension           
Science course in the HSC has had a marked effect on the quality of our Year                
11-12 entries with all judges remarking about the high standards .  
 
It has been a mammoth undertaking administering, judging and         
communicating the awards that would not be possible without the efforts           
and commitment of our wonderful committee members. I’d like to          
acknowledge each of their contributions to our program.  
 
It has been my privilege to coordinate this extraordinary program once again            
this year, and I look forward to celebrating the hard work, creativity,            
dedication and perseverance of the students with you this evening.  
 
Anjali Rao 
STANSW Young Scientist Awards Coordinator 2019 
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NSW Young Scientists take on the World!  
ISEF 2019  

 

 

At ISEF 2019, held in Phoenix, Arizona, Grand Awards were only presented to             
the top 25.5% of the 1450 projects from the 22 categories. Continuing our             
amazing tradition at these Olympics of school STEM projects, NSW students,           
who presented 11 projects between them, won 5 Grand Awards (45.5%) as well             
as 4 Special Awards.  

It is very difficult to convey the magnitude of this result but it needs to be                
pointed out that we are competing against the very best school STEM projects             
from Russia, Bulgaria, Germany, Israel, Brazil, China, USA, South Africa,          
Malaysia, Sweden and 70 other countries. This internationally-significant result         
is a testament to the quality of Science, Technology and Mathematics courses            
that NESA has produced over these last few years. 
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Presentations Part 1: Category Awards 
 

STANSW Scientific Investigations K-2 

Equal First Place - Connor Fleeton & Ericha Koutsogiannopoulos, Sylvania          
Heights Public School, Sound: How can I make my music box sound louder? 

Connor got a music box as a present from his Nonna however when he played it                
it was so quiet you couldn’t hear it. On the kitchen bench it was louder so                
Conner and Ericha tried to find out why that happened and where the music              
box should be kept so that it could be heard better. 
 

Equal First Place - Anabelle Green , Northern Beaches Christian School,           
Eggsperimenting: How drink choices affect our teeth 

Anabelle wanted to find out the effects of juice, fizzy drinks, apple cider vinegar              
and water on teeth. By using egg shells to complete her investigation she             
concluded that acidic liquids with a pH of below 3.5 were very damaging to              
teeth and even more so than sugar. 
 

Equal First Place - Billy Herb & Zac Kourouche, Sylvania Heights Public School,             
Black & White - It's getting hot in here! 

Billy and Zac investigated how heat affects objects of different colours. They            
completed many trials using different coloured bottles and their clothes. They           
concluded that dark objects were hotter than light ones as they absorbed more             
heat. 

Equal First Place - Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, My Big Berry Beautiful            
Blueberry Project 

Romilly loves blueberries. Her parents purchased blueberries each week for          
many months so Romilly could count how many each punnet contained and            
how the actual weight of each punnet compared to that stated on the             
container. Romilly analysed her data to discover the brand with the most edible             
blueberries, and also the best season for purchasing blueberries. 
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STANSW Scientific Investigations K-2 
 

Equal First Place - Grace Metcalfe, Northern Beaches Christian School, Does           
the outside temperature affect how much electricity is used at home? 

Grace investigated whether the outside temperature affects how much         
electricity was used in her home. After much gathering of data she didn’t find              
any obvious pattern between average temperature and electricity usage but          
she did find that a 4.0kWh solar system could meet the average needs of her               
house. 

Equal First Place - Scarlett Pawson, Oak Flats Public School, Bioplastic 

In this project Scarlett showed different ways to make bioplastic. Her results            
show that bioplastic quickly lost mass after being buried in soil. For example, it              
took only one week for bioplastic made out of milk to decompose. Since             
common plastic seems to take a long time to breakdown, Scarlett came to the              
conclusion that bioplastics may be a better choice as common plastics pollute            
the environment.  
 
 

STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-4 
 
Equal First Place - Lillian Azzi, Redeemer Baptist School, Washing Dishes:           
Bacteria alert 

Lillian wanted to find out which washing item out of a sponge, brush or wash               
cloth had less bacteria after being used to wash the dishes. After safely carrying              
out a number of experiments, she found that it was a good idea to wash               
sponges and washcloths regularly to ensure they don’t carry bacteria.  

Equal First Place - Karmichael Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, Which hair           
dryer mode is better to dry your hair, hot air or cold air?   

Karmichael aimed to find out whether hot air from a hair dryer dried wet hair               
faster than cold air and also to find out if hot air damaged hair more than cold                 
air. He found that hot air did dry wet hair faster but he could not find evidence                 

that hot air damaged hair more than cold air.  
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-4 
 
Equal First Place - Joshua Cronin, Newington College, Which Water is Safer to             
Drink? 

Joshua wanted to find out if there was any difference between tap water,             
filtered water and bottled water with regards to safety. He found all types of              
water were safe to drink but based on the parameters he measured, filtered             
water was the safest. 

 

Equal First Place - Will McKenzie, Dubbo South Public School, Can Will's Water             
Wobot water the lawn more evenly than a sprinkler? 

The purpose of Will’s investigation was to find out which water sprinkler            
watered grass more evenly. He found that none of the common sprinklers used             
watered the lawn that evenly so he designed his own robot that he called Will’s               
Water Wobot or WWW2019 for short! 

 

Equal First Place - Sofie Randell, Glenhaven Public School, Is your bench eco             
clean? 

Sofie wanted to find a way to make eco-friendly bench cleaner that would leave              
the least bacteria on a surface. She found that it wasn’t as easy to make an eco                 
friendly bench cleaner as she thought. She also found that just because            
companies advertise their products as eco friendly some of the ingredients are            
not necessarily good for the environment. 

 

Equal First Place - Simon Smith, Arden Anglican Primary School, An           
investigation into the effectiveness of the 5:2 diet 

Simon’s grandfather was told he should lose some weight to help improve his             
blood pressure so he decided to try the 5:2 diet. While he was on this diet                
Simon measured his weight, waist circumference and blood pressure every          
week for 10 weeks. His grandfather found the diet easy to follow and his weight               
showed significant decreases with a slight decrease in blood pressure.  
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 5-6 
 
 
Equal First Place - Mims Clarke, PLC Sydney, Hairy Potter 
Mims noticed the huge volume of hair that was disposed of to landfill by              
hairdressing salons and barbers. She decided to investigate this and collect data            
to verify her observations. She then invented her Hairy Pots which incorporated            
hair waste with recycled paper and then went on to investigate if these pots              
benefited the growth of certain plants. 

Equal First Place - Carmen Dyer, Crestwood PS, Meringue chemistry - Beat em             
up 
Carmen wanted to find out if changing the sugar content affected the chemistry             
of egg whites when they were whipped. She found that the sugar level altered              
how stable the meringue structure was and affected its appearance, volume           
and texture. She did prefer the half sugar recipe however as it was less sweet               
but still crisp! 

Equal First Place - Amelie Haigh and Ellie Kwan, PLC Sydney, Plants Bright             
Future 
Amelie and Ellie are concerned about our growing population and the future of             
our food supplies. They are aware of the need to start to grow fresh produce in                
small places, in the cities, so they investigated the effect of LED Grow Lights on               
the growth of plants. 

 

Equal First Place- Scott Manley, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School,           
Reducing Bacteria Growth with Common Household Items 
The aim of Scott’s investigation was to find out the best substance to add to               
water to stop bacterial growth from reusable baby wipes. While bleach was the             
most effective it is not environmentally friendly and the natural solution of tea             
tree oil was also effective in controlling bacterial growth.  
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 5-6 

Equal First Place - Sebastian Wong, Newington College, How Much Sleep Does            
Your Body Really Need?   

Sebastian’s study aimed to determine whether several nights of reduced sleep           
had a negative effect on adult mental and physical performance compared to            
several nights of regular sleep. He found that not getting enough sleep has a              
negative effect on physical and mental abilities. 
 

Equal First Place - Emma Wood, Castle Cove Public School, Cost of a Winning              
Smile 

Emma wanted to establish whether the quality of teeth cleaning was impacted            
by the type of toothbrush used. She tested manual and electric toothbrushes.            
Results showed that the quality of brushing and not the toothbrush itself that             
made the biggest difference in removing plaque from teeth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Judge, Karl Easton, marking one of the 950+ entries  
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STANSW Investigations Biology 7-8 
 
 
First Place - Billie Ronis, PLC Sydney, Preventing enzymatic browning in fruits            
using antioxidants found in tea  

For her Scientific investigation, Billie was keen to prevent the common           
Australian problem of food spoilage so she investigated whether different types           
of tea could prevent the browning of apple slices. Billie discovered that without             
the effects of antioxidants present in the tea, the apple slices would brown             
significantly faster, and that indeed tea did delay the enzymatic browning of the             
apple slices. 
 
Second Place - Madeline Chang, PLC Sydney, Cleaning bacteria from chopping           
boards with various cleaning agents 

Madeline set out to address the question ‘which common cleaning agents are            
most effective at preventing the growth of bacteria, especially on kitchen           
chopping boards?’ She experimented with 5 common household cleaning         
materials and discovered that the most effective at preventing E.coli growth           
was the common bleach Domestos and the least effective was just cleaning            
chopping boards with plain spring water.  

 

Third Place - Laura Grehan, PLC Sydney, Bacterial growth in reusable water            
bottles of different materials 

Laura was motivated by society’s environmental use of reusable water bottles           
and whether there were any bacterial health concerns that consumers should           
be concerned with. She investigated bacterial growth in three common reusable           
water containers: plastic, ceramic and metal. Laura filled up each type of bottle             
with water and left it for nearly a month before testing the water inside for               
bacteria. She determined that the plastic bottle had the greatest bacterial           
growth. 
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STANSW Investigations Biology 9-10 
 

First Place -Zielle Hinton, Inaburra School, Algae for Tea  

Zielle was motivated to investigate the growth of algae in regards to salt             

especially given the imminent threat of climate change, and whether algae           

would be a viable alternative to being massively produced, as a food source in              

the future. In her project she tested the growth of the algae Chorella and              

determined that indeed salt did affect its growth negatively, but Chorella was            

able to grow in low salt conditions. 

 

Second Place -Jasmin Henson Gallardo, Bishop Druitt College, Germination of          
Acacia mangium and melanoxylon after being exposed to different pre-sowing          
treatments 

Jasmin chose for her Stage 5 Scientific investigation to investigate the effects of             

different pre-sowing treatments on the germination of Acacia plants. Jasmin          

collected an immense amount of data investigating different treatments on the           

seeds, before carrying out an ANOVA statistical test and determining that both            

species of Acacia that she investigated had significantly higher germination          

rates after being pre-treated either with scarification or heating.  

 
 

Third Place - John Holz, Kildare Catholic College, The thawing temperatures of            
cryopreserved semen and its effects on spermatozoal motility in equine 

Cryopreserving semen is an effective way of ensuring the longevity of equine            

sperm. John was interested in what would the ideal temperature to thaw the             

semen and as such designed an experiment looking at sperm’s motility after            

thawing over a range of temperatures. He determined that 37°C was the ideal             

temperature to thaw the semen at as motility was vastly reduced after this             

temperature.  
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 Rowe Scientific Investigations Biology 11-12 

 
First Place - Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, Stranger Danger: A            
novel approach to cancer research using phenotypic morphing - The          
correlation between intercellular transfer from cancer-associated fibroblasts       
and the area of osteosarcoma cells 
 
Know your enemy. In the battle against cancer, one must know how it behaves              
in order to plan how to fight it. Angelina used stains to mark cellular material               
and determine what happened to this in the presence of cancer cells. She was              
able to demonstrate that cancer cells are capable of incorporating this material            
into their own cells and therefore perhaps be able to respond to and counter              
treatments and medicines. 
 
Second Place - Suzanne Jones, Redeemer Baptist School, The Call of the Wild 
 
What would an Australian summer be without cicadas? Whilst these noisy           
insects are an iconic part of summer, comparatively little is known about them.             
Suzanne sought to reduce this knowledge gap by surveying all the cicadas in a              
local reserve from October to April. She found 14 different species and counted             
over 1,300 individuals. She collected data on when each species emerged and            
how abundant they were. She also compared the cicada diversity between           
different floral communities in the reserve. 
 
Third Place - Alexander Vaughan, Gosford High School, A model of the impact             
of probiotics on bacterial dysbiosis in the human gastrointestinal tract 
 
Probiotics refer to symbiotic bacteria that live inside our gastrointestinal tract           
that aid in digestion and prevent disease. These can be taken orally to             
remediate bad gut health. But these probiotics must be able to survive the             
highly acidic environment of the stomach. Alexander tested the growth of two            
probiotic bacteria (Lactobacillus acidophilus and Bifidobacterium bifidum) in an         
acidic medium. He found that these bacteria not only survive but the higher             
acidity significantly increases their growth as well. 
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STANSW Investigations Chemistry 7-8 
 

First Place - Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, How Much Sugar?           
Using fermentation to determine the sugar content of fruit 

Danielle determined the sugar content of fruit using fermentation with yeast.           
Fermentation is a process where yeast converts sugar (contained in the fruit)            
into alcohol and carbon dioxide gas. The project determined that recording the            
mass lost during the fermentation reaction (due to the carbon dioxide gas            
escaping the reaction mixture) is a valid method of calculating the sugar            
originally present in the fruit. 

Second Place - Tilly Howard, Bishop Druitt College, Shower thoughts - what's            
in my shampoo?  
 
Tilly’s project determined the percentage of water contained in six shampoos           
and she investigated whether shampoo’s ability to wash is dependent on water            
being in the shampoo. The dehydration experiment demonstrated that in the           
samples tested, the percentage of water in shampoo is on average 78%. Other             
experiments carried out indicate a shampoo’s ability to wash is not dependent            
on water being in the shampoo. Rather the strength and ability to wash is              
determined by the surfactants used, not the water content.  

Third Place - Vasili Filippatos & Jack Rudd, Newington College, A scientific            
investigation to determine the particle size that creates the quickest rate of            
chemical reaction 

Using Aspro-Clear and Berocca tablets as a case studies this project studied the             
optimal particle size that results in the quickest and most efficient rate for a              
chemical reaction to occur. Vasili and Jack showed small particle sizes yielded            
results of lower chemical reaction times, due to the increased surface area of             
the reactants.  
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STANSW Investigations Chemistry 9-10 
 

First Place - Dong Duong (Dylan) Nguyen, St Andrew's Cathedral School,           
Improving the effectiveness of water purification tablets with heat  
 
Water purification tablets, are a cheap and convenient means of water           
purification. However, their effectiveness is questionable, with water-related        
illnesses still prevalent in water-poor communities. This investigation showed         
that, by increasing initial water temperature (from 25°C to 45°C), water           
purification tablets can be made to work more effectively, an important finding            
for those in water-poor communities who regularly depend on them as a form             
of water purification.  

 

Second Place - Vincent Ng, James Ruse Agricultural High School, Investigation           
into the utilisation of native Australian plant debris for the removal of heavy             
metals from contaminated water  
 
Vincent’s investigation demonstrated that the leaves of the native Australian          
plants, Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), Brush Box (Lophostemon confertus) and         
Bottle Brush (Callistemon spp.), were effective in removing trace amounts of           
copper ions from copper contaminated water. 

 
 

Third Place - Brielle Papadopoulos, PLC Sydney, From Ordinary to Firefighter:           
Making fire retardant cloth out of easily accessible ingredients 
 
Easily accessible, non toxic and cheap fire retardants address the global           
problem of wildfire casualties. Brielle’s experiment determined which chemical;         
borax, sodium silicate or potassium alum is the most effective in turning cotton             
into fire retardant cloth. She found alum was a very effective fire retardant,             
withstanding flames for over 300 seconds compared to the control time of 5             
seconds. Sodium silicate was found to withstand the flames for 21 seconds on             
average and borax was found to have almost no effect. 
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Rowe Scientific Investigations Chemistry 11-12 
 

First Place - Eleanor Clifton-Bligh, PLC Sydney, The effect of concentration of            
surfactant (TTAB) on the morphology of calcium carbonate precipitates 

Eleanor’s investigation has shown micelle-templating of CaCO3 is feasible and          
that macroporous structures suitable for bone graft application can be formed.           
The presence of TTAB on the CaCO3 surface also imparts significantly enhanced            
pH stability such that the macroporous structures may be stable at physiological            
pH. These factors suggest micelle-templating may provide a cheap and efficient           
method for generating calcium-based scaffolds for synthetic bone grafts.   

 
Second Place - Rachael Jones, Redeemer Baptist School, A Tear Jerker: A            
scientific investigation to find the vitamin C levels in each layer of an onion  
 
Rachael investigated the nutritional composition of the layers of an onion and            
found the innermost and outermost layers contain the highest concentration of           
Vitamin C. Alternatively, separate microscopy and dehydration techniques        
found the middle layers had cells more swollen with water than the inner and              
outer layers. Rachael concluded that the nutritional concentration of the middle           
layers of an onion were less than the other layers due to the diluting effect of                
this extra water. 

 

Third Place - Dineth Fernando, James Ruse Agricultural High School, The effect            
of plasticiser on bioplastics   

It was evident that the addition of propane-1,2,3-triol (glycerol) had a significant            
impact on the physical properties of bioplastics derived from starch, affecting           
malleability, breaking strength and transparency. As Dineth increased the         
volume of glycerol, malleability increased and the breaking strength decreased.          
Transparency was generally unaffected by the addition of glycerol despite the           
sudden drop in the transparency for the highest added glycerol volumes.  
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STANSW Investigations Earth & Environmental Science 7-8 
 

 
First Place - Dean Chapman, McAuley Catholic College, The effect of irrigation            
on the quality and quantity of a triticale crop grown for hay production 
 
In response to the record drought being experienced in the Northern Rivers            
area where his family property is, Dean investigated the effect of irrigation on             
plant emergence, plant health, plant growth, dry matter yield and the economic            
value of a triticale crop grown for hay production. He found that the crop with               
the most irrigation not only had the highest dry matter yield but also the              
highest protein content by weight.  
 
 
Second Place - Eujiny Cho, PLC Sydney, Investigating the effect of three            
different native Australian halophyte species on the reduction of soil salinity 
 
Eujiny investigated 3 native halophyte species (plants adapted to grow in high            
salinity environments) for their ability to ameliorate soil salinity. She found that            
in just 2 weeks, all 3 species were able to reduce soil salinity by up to 50%. The                  
salt tolerance of the species was positively correlated with the extent to which             
they were able to reduce soil salinity, with the species Atriplex nummularia (Old             
Man Saltbush) being the most effective.  
 
 
Third Place - Raehana Taoube, PLC Sydney, Is saltwater the saviour? 
 
Raehana was inspired by the fishing industry practice of placing saltwater           
around ice cubes to preserve fish. Her investigation was designed to assess the             
effect of different concentrations of saltwater solutions on the melting time of            
ice cubes. Her results indicated that salt concentrations between 2% and 6%            
were most effective in extending the melting time of the ice cubes, with no              
further gains being found with higher salt concentrations.  
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STANSW Investigations Earth & Environmental Science 9-10 
 
First Place - Julia Cummins, PLC Sydney, Why Silver Might Not Be Gold In              
Water  
Silver nanoparticles are commonly used in commercial products such as textiles           
due to their strong anti-microbial properties. This nanosilver can subsequently          
enter waterways and aquifers and Julia wanted to find out if this could affect              
aquatic organisms. Julia’s investigation looked at the heart rate and population           
of the aquatic organism Daphnia magna and found that increasing nanosilver           
concentrations resulted in decreases in both. She concluded that nanosilver is           
toxic to Daphnia magna and potentially to other aquatic life as well. 
 
Second Place - Ameline Archis, PLC Sydney, Oyster shells and their ability to             
control soil acidity 
Soil acidity is a major economic problem impacting farmers. Ameline identified           
the calcium carbonate composition of oyster shells as a potential solution to            
controlling soil acidity and applied crushed oyster shells to soil for which she             
measured the pH before and after the investigation. She found that the shells of              
different species of oyster were all able to change the pH of the soil after 120                
hours with Sydney Rock Oyster shells having the largest change over this time             
period. Investigating different concentrations, Ameline was also able to         
determine an ideal concentration of 1:5 to produce the largest increase in pH. 
 
Third Place - Clare Racki, PLC Sydney, An Environmental Solution 
Clare identified a problem facing the oil industry; there being no effective            
cleaning method for 20 litre oil drums, rendering them non-reusable and being            
sent to landfill. She investigated the effectiveness of three different cleaning           
methods and used particle count tests to analyse microscopic particles          
dissolved in a kerosene solvent that was added after each clean. Clare found             
that the most effective way of cleaning a used 20 litre oil drum was adding a                
soap and water mix and shaking it. She showed that this method produced             
sufficiently low concentrations of elements dissolved in the solvent to comply           
with baseline industry standards and government regulations. 
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Rowe Scientific Investigations  
Earth & Environmental Science 11-12 

 

First Place - Emma Serisier, Bishop Druitt College, The use of eggshell waste as              
a bio-adsorbant of phosphates for water and soil quality 
  
Emma studied what materials would be best used as a bio-adsorbant of            
phosphates for water and soil quality. She studied multiple materials and ended            
up concluding that egg shells where the most eggcellent material. Her study            
concluded that the eggonomic and environmental benefits of the potential          
agricultural use of biowaste products, such as eggshells, as an adsorbent and            
soil conditioner, appear to have been undervalued and underutilised.  

Second Place - Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, Green to Clean: Algae             
- a novel method for oil spill remediation 
  
Angelina investigated the ability of algae to remediate crude oil. Building on her             
previous work which demonstrated that algae was effective with vegetable oil,           
she tested three types of algae on an in vitro simulation of a crude oil spill. Her                 
results obtained using centrifugation to separate oil and water as well as            
spectrometry, showed that Scenedesmus obliquus algae was able to remediate          
up to 81.6% of the oil including both heavier and lighter components of the oil.  
 

Third Place - Tsz Yee (Phoebe) Pang, Menai High School, Microplastic: A            
possible rising tide of plastic affecting an oyster's filtration 
 

Oysters are niche creatures within the marine ecosystem that filter          
phytoplankton and ensure the clarity of water. Concerned about the increasing           
microplastic presence in aquatic environments, Phoebe wondered whether the         
presence of increasing concentrations of microplastics could alter an oyster’s          
filtration capabilities. Her experiment aimed to investigate the future direction          
of the world’s waterways by observing the effect of heightened microplastic           
concentration. Phoebe found that microplastics cause oysters to filter faster but           
suggests a larger sample size might be more conclusive. 
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STANSW Investigations Physics 7-8 
 

 
First Place - Akira Naumovski, Smith's Hill High School, Do-It-Yourself Facial           
Recognition System 
 
Facial recognition is increasingly being used in a range of applications, including            
as an alternative to passwords. It is therefore essential that it be reliable. Akira              
implemented a facial recognition system using modules available for the          
Raspberry Pi system, and tested the effect of various factors on the accuracy             
and sensitivity of the system. The system was better able to recognise older             
people, men better than women, and that the alignment of the face had an              
impact. 
 
 
Second Place - Selena Read, PLC Sydney, Relative ultraviolet exposure of           
different parts of the face with or without hats and sunglasses 
 
In the sunny environment of NSW, skin cancer is a very real danger and we are                
all encouraged to protect ourselves. Selena was interested to determine how           
much protection is offered by hats and sunglasses. Using photochromatic paint           
to establish where the most UV hit a mannequin, Selena determined that hats             
and sunglasses offered limited protection, and recommended that sunscreen be          
applied as well. 
 
Third Place - Darren Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, As Straight as an Arrow  
 
After taking up archery, Darren discovered that his poor performance in hitting            
the target was due to bent aluminium arrows. The more expensive carbon            
arrows used by more experienced archers were said to be less likely to bend.              
Darren investigated this claim, designing and building a bow holder to enable            
consistency. His results showed that the carbon composite arrows were more           
durable and consistent than aluminium, justifying the higher cost. 
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STANSW Investigations Physics 9-10 
 
First Place - Angela Rofail, PLC Sydney, Croc around the Block - Can crocodilian              
adaptations reduce the wind loads on high rise buildings? 
 
An increasingly higher number of people live in high rise buildings. While these             
buildings may look stationary, they actually sway due to the wind. Protecting            
the building from extreme movement that would cause structural damage is           
essential. Angela investigated the effectiveness of placing projections similar to          
those found on the crocodile and found that they successfully reduced the            
effect of crosswinds on her model building. 

 
Second Place - Mina Girgis, The Riverina Anglican College, What is the effect of              
water volume on the power required to maintain it at a certain temperature? 
 
There are many situations where maintaining the temperature of a body of            
water is essential. Mina put together a system to monitor the temperature of             
water and send the information wirelessly to an app on his phone. He used his               
system to test how the volume of water altered the amount of electrical power              
needed to achieve a constant temperature, finding that there was an           
approximately linear relationship between the power and the volume. 

 
Third Place - Leo Hara, Cranbrook School, The effect the blade angle has on the               
voltage output 
 
Wind power is increasingly used as a source of renewable energy. A number of              
features of the blades of the turbine impact on the energy produced, including             
their size, shape and angle. Leo investigated one such feature - the angle of              
attack, which is the angle between the direction of motion and the blade. His              
results showed that an angle of 20 degrees was most effective in generating a              
voltage. 
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Rowe Scientific Investigations Physics 11-12 

 

First Place - Na Zhao, PLC Sydney, An investigation into the effects of             
temperature on mechanical  properties of toad tendons 
 
Na Zhao has some innovative research into the mechanical properties of toad            
tendons. Why? Because understanding animals subjects informs our        
understanding of human subjects. Na Zhao was able to provide a link between             
temperature and the elasticity of the toad tendons. This would inform sport            
scientists on the impact of temperature on the human tendon. 

 

Second Place - Judd Katz, Moriah College, Calculation of Dark Matter Mass in             
S0 Galaxy NGC3115 - Galaxy Mass Discrepancy and Escape Velocity Analysis 

Whilst the evidence all points to the existence of dark matter - we still just don’t                
know what it is. That does not stop us from still exploring its properties, and               
Judd did just that. In exploring the properties of S0 galaxy NGC3115, Judd was              
able to provide evidence for the amount of dark matter in this galaxy using              
mathematics and modelling that is quite literally out of this world. 
 
Third Place - Sabiqul Hoque, James Ruse Agricultural High School, An           
investigation into the effect of the strength of a magnetic field on the damping              
force on a copper plate in a Waltenhofen’s pendulum  
 
Electromagnetic brakes are a huge part of society from trains to cars to theme              
parks. Sabiqul was able to perform highly accurate quantitative measurements,          
applying high level mathematics to establish a linear relationship between the           
damping force and the square of the magnetic field. The research demonstrated            
outstanding understanding of complex physics concepts and a compelling         
analysis of experimental error. 
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Technology Projects Exhibition & Presentation 

Held at the Professional Teachers Council (PTC) Office, Saturday 7th  September 2019 
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OSHClub Inventions and Innovations K-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equal First Place - Austen An, Harrison Luu & Luca Pica, Knox Grammar             
Preparatory School, BrightBin 

Austen, Harrison and Luca had been learning about the impact of recycling, and             
what happens when we don’t put the right materials in the correct bins. Their              
project, ‘BrightBin’ uses a micro:bit with ultrasonic and light sensors to           
automatically light up the recycling bins at night in the correct colour. The             
device tells people what should go in each bin and when it is approaching full               
capacity. 
 

Equal First Place - Oscar Fairhurst, Bowen Gozdzialsk & Christian Strumendo,           
Knox Grammar Preparatory School, R.C.B.O.C (River Cleaner, Bowen, Oscar,         
Christian) 

Oscar, Bowen and Christian had noticed the huge problem that plastics cause            
when they enter the rivers near their homes. The R.C.B.O.C uses a Sphero, Lego              
EV3 robot and custom-built conveyor belt to collect floating rubbish from           
polluted waterways. The device can be controlled by an iPad which allows the             
user to steer the R.C.B.O.C in the direction of rubbish.  

 

Equal First Place - Hayley Prodinger, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School,            
Avery the Reminder Cat 

Avery wanted to design a product that would remind her when she needed to              
do certain things so that her Mum didn’t have to. Her design was in the shape of                 
a cat and she chose the name Avery because it means wise. She chose the cat                
shape because it was pretty and fluffy. 
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OSHClub Inventions and Innovations 3-4 
 
 
Equal First Place - Jackson Macdonald & Oliver Schlosser, Knox Grammar           
Preparatory School, WaterBOT 

Jackson and Oliver’s invention will help farmers who are in desperate need of             
water by automatically seeking out areas of moist soil on a farm. Their solution              
uses a soil moisture sensor attached to a robot which is programmed using a              
Micro:Bit. The WaterBOT will send a signal to the farmer if it finds a source of                
water so they know where to graze their animals or plant their crops.  
 
 
Equal First Place - Kingston Rahme & Mitchell Whiley, Knox Grammar           
Preparatory School, Robot Head 

Kingston and Mitchell’s project is a device that uses gesture recognition to help             
blind people detect when they are close to a wall or something hard so they do                
not hurt themselves. The device works by using a Micro:Bit and gesture sensor             
to detect a blind person’s hand movements. Robot Head can provide audio            
feedback of certain measurements like the time, date and distance from object. 

 

Equal First Place - Neomi Verma, Abbotsleigh, D.D.D Daily Diabetes Diary - an             
app for kids 
 
Neomi identified that more and more children are suffering from diabetes and            
that their parents are the ones who monitor their children’s glucose levels. She             
designed a mobile phone app to enable children to manage and monitor their             
own glucose levels. 
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OSHClub Inventions and Innovations 5-6 

Equal First Place - James Bestic, Castle Cove Public School, SAS - Safe Air              
Schools 

James is a keen sportsman and was very aware of the potential dangers of poor               
air quality during sport and play, particularly on sufferers of respiratory ailments            
such as asthma. This prompted him to design, produce and test an air quality              
monitoring and alert system for use in schools. James’ working prototype uses            
an Arduino board to process PM2.5 air sensor data and display it on a RGB LED                
indicator.  

 

Equal First Place - Jasmine Civardi & Zara Portolesi, St Ambrose Catholic            
Primary School Concord West, Wheelchair Caddy 

Jasmine and Zara came up with the idea to create accessible storage for             
wheelchair users to give them independence and freedom. Their design          
combined storage with automation, to make a storage unit on a wheelchair            
move to an accessible place for the wheelchair user to reach. With the touch of               
a button, it returns to where it began which is out of the way.  

 

Equal First Place - Mims Clarke, PLC Sydney, Hairy Potter 

Mims investigated the volume of hair disposed of each week by hair salons. She              
decided to invent her Hairy Pots to put some of this hair to good use instead of                 
it going to landfill. Mims’ biodegradable Hairy Pots are a mix of hair and              
recycled paper and were found to create a fabulous environment for growing            
plants. 
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iTE Innovations and Engineering Design 7-8 
 
 
 

 

 

First Place - Harshan Someshwar, James Ruse Agricultural High School,          
Generating electricity from pressurised water supplied for domestic use  
 
Harshan was interested to determine whether the energy of water from a            
domestic hose could be used to generate electricity. He built a device to allow              
him to test the voltage that was produced by an electric generator under             
different conditions. He showed that, by pressurising the water through the use            
of an enclosed box and the use of gravity, enough electricity was produced that              
it could be used to charge a phone. 
 
Second Place - Amy De Friskbom, Sapphire Coast Anglican College, Pootastic 
 
Finding practical alternative sources of energy are critical. Amy designed and           
built a methane generator to make effective use of the waste produced by             
cattle. The generator was able to produce methane, however, Amy recognised           
that the weather played a part in the operation of the device. She proposed              
that her device could be improved by placing it in a warmer area, for example a                
greenhouse.   
 

Third Place - Jed Kay, Moriah War Memorial College, All Terrain: Unmanned            
Transport 

Robotic vehicles are incredibly useful for environments that are too dangerous           
for humans. Jed built a prototype that made use of a number of legs for               
locomotion, enabling it to deal with a variety of terrains, while minimising            
damage to the environment. The device had both remote control and           
programmed modes, allowing a number of potential uses. 
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iTE Innovations and Engineering Design 9-10 

First Place - Trisha Chari, Meriden School, Flood detector and alert system for             
minor flooding 
 
Trisha was concerned about the effects of minor flooding, where the number of             
people affected is small enough that alerts are not adequately communicated.           
Her prototype used corks and their buoyancy to detect rising water levels. The             
device then sent both an audible and visible signal both to the nearby             
environment as well as to houses higher up, which would allow the residents             
more time to prepare. 

Second Place - Gokulraj Kuppusamy & Ethan Tjhin, Redeemer Baptist School,           
Methane On Wheels 
 
Biodigesters can be used to extract energy from waste products. Gokulraj and            
Ethan saw a particular need for a device that was also portable, to allow the               
biodigester to be taken to the source of the waste. Their device also             
incorporated a manual blender to break waste, particularly food waste, into           
small pieces to allow greater access by the bacteria, as well as an in-built stove               
to make use of previously generated gas.  
 
 
Third Place - Kiara Sun, James Ruse Agricultural High School, The           
Electromagnetic Space Debris Collector (ESDC) 
 
Modern life relies heavily on satellites and they are threatened by the            
increasing problem of space junk. There are millions of pieces of material of             
various sizes currently in orbit, which can damage or destroy working satellites            
in collisions. Kiara designed a prototype that would collect small ferromagnetic           
debris using an electromagnet, which was physically shielded to protect from           

damage by the incoming pieces.  
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iTE Innovations and Engineering Design 11-12 

First Place - Molly Dixon, Wenona, Vinnie - Solar-powered talking clothing           
donation bank 
 
The clothing charity bin has remained virtually unchanged since their inception           
in 1937. Despite their good intended purposes, the bins are often abused with             
piles of clothes left outside and garbage deposited inside the bins. So how can a               
young girl change the public perception of these charity bins? She has created             
two attractively presented hexagonal clothing “banks” that talk. Vinnie thanks          
you for your donation and directs you to put used clothing in the “Rags” bank               
and your better clothing in the “Riches” bank. The banks incorporate infrared            
photodetectors that inform the operation platform of current clothing capacity.  
 
Second Place - Callum Taylor, The King's School, AgX 

Callum has founded AgX which is a range of smart products that will deliver              
precision broadacre farming using nano-satellite technology, which has never         
been used before in this space in Australia. Currently Callum has developed two             
smart products linked to a farm-customised website and app: a SmartTag for            
livestock and a SmartProbe for soil. The SmartProbe, for instance, provides           
micro-climate information to croppers, allowing for precision farming. It         
measures critical soil and pasture data detailing predicted dry-yield matter,          
alerting farmers in advance of changing conditions. 

Third Place - Nathan Chan, Barker College, Float Buddy  

Spear-fishing and free-diving are increasingly popular sports across Australia         
and across the world. As a result, injuries involving divers and boats are             
increasing. Dive floats make divers visible to boats and jet skis from a distance              
and the flotation component minimises the risk of death caused by shallow            
water black-outs. Most dive floats, however, are difficult to see in a high swell              
so Nathan designed the Float Buddy which is larger, more buoyant and more             
visible than previous dive floats and it contains a unique dry compartment            
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which can hold an EPIRB, a phone and water bottles in the case of an               
emergency. 

MANSW Working Mathematically K-2 
 

 
 
Equal First Place - Tiffany Kouhis, PLC Sydney, Pet Poo for Plants? 
Tiffany was aware of the use of farm animal faeces as a fertiliser. She decided               
to investigate and find out if pet faeces would also be a useful fertiliser. Tiffany               
presented her detailed data in tables, used averages and then hand-drew very            
clear tables to illustrate her discoveries. Tiffany discovered that plants grown           
with any poo grew better than no poo, but farm animal poo seemed to be more                
beneficial for the plants’ growth. 
 
 
Equal First Place - Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, My Big Berry Beautiful            
Blueberry Project  
Despite being in Kindergarten, Romilly exhibited a level of numeracy well           
beyond her years. Over a period of 7 months, she counted and weighed the              
edible blueberries that were contained in the 40 punnets of blueberries that her             
family purchased. Her mum showed her how to count in 5’s, subtract 3-digit             
numbers and even find an average on a calculator. By the time she was finished,               
Romilly was very clear that she could do all these numerical skills by herself              
now. 

 
Equal First Place - Bert McCutcheon, Castle Cove Public School, How Well did             
My Cricket team Go? 
As every good cricket fan does, Bert enjoyed seeing the statistics from his first              
season of playing cricket. He took his interest one step further by applying             
mathematics to analyse the batting and bowling statistics for his team to find             
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out how his team progressed over the season. He found that while their batting              
improved so did the bowling by the opposing teams.   
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MANSW Working Mathematically 3-4 
 

Equal First Place - Karmichael Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, Which Hair           
Dryer Mode Is Better to Dry Your Hair, Hot Air or Cold Air? 

When measuring samples of hair you ultimately end up working with very small             
numbers. Karmichael started with close to 1.00g of hair for each trial and after              
dipping each sample in warm water and patting the sample once against a             
towel, the weight of the wet hair samples were around 1.33g. He then             
compared the weights after blow drying the hair for 10s, 20s and 30s using the               
hair dryer on different heat settings. He learnt how to record his data in Excel               
and then use the average function, rounding each answer to 2 decimal places. 
 

Equal First Place - Imogen Chee, PLC Sydney, Uncool Cucumbers 

Leaving a cucumber on the bench for a few days has some quite surprising              
results. It starts to shrink in size quite considerably while the smell level             
increases accordingly. Imogen wanted to see how she could store cucumbers           
for longer without going rotten so she tried storing cucumbers in 3 different             
ways in a refrigerator. She found wrapping them in glad wrap was most             
effective in slowing down the decaying process but what was most interesting            
was her measuring technique of using vernier calipers to measure the length            
and diameter of each cucumber and her mathematical recording in tables and            
graphs that effectively showed the differences between each storage strategy. 
 

Equal First Place - Maximilian Tietz, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School,            
What makes packaged lunches unhealthy? 

Maximilian investigated and thoroughly analysed the ingredients of processed         
lunch box food compared to homemade or whole food for lunch boxes. He             
found out what his school friends had in their recess and packed lunches and              
then went to the supermarket to calculate the energy content of these foods             
using the labelled nutritional information. Mathematically, he had to convert          
each nutrient to 100g for comparison and then he had convert calories to             
kilojoules wherever listed.  
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MANSW Working Mathematically 5-6 

Equal First Place - Ariahna Giann, Darius Giann & Marirose Giann,           
Drummoyne Public School, Multiple Choice Tests: Can they be fluked? 

Ariahna, Giann and Marirose carried out a detailed and thorough investigation           
into how easily students could correctly guess answers in multiple choice tests.            
They used a variety of mathematical concepts and tools including probability,           
frequency tables and graphs. They discovered that the more options there are            
in a multiple choice test, the less likely a student was to be able to correctly                
guess the answer. Ariahna, Giann and Marirose recommend that multiple          
choice tests used in examinations with high stakes should have a larger number             
of options for each question than four. 

Equal First Place - Abby McCutcheon, Castle Cove Public School, The effect of             
recycled paper on seed germination 

Abby investigated whether using recycled paper to create ‘seed paper’ - a            
popular craft project - had an effect on the rate of germination and the growth               
of the seedlings. She analysed her results mathematically as well as graphically,            
and found that overall the use of copy paper did positively impact seed             
germination.   

Equal First Place - Ruben Merani, Newington College, Dazzling and Daring           
Drive TIme Dissertation  

Ruben carried out a thorough investigation over a period of many months into             
the length of drive time to school. He used many mathematical tools and             
concepts including a variety of suitable graphs and detailed statistical analyses.           
Ruben concluded that the earlier he left for school, the quicker the drive time              
and that the drive time was much shorter on a Friday. 
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MANSW Working Mathematically 7-8 
First Place - Akira Naumovski, Smith's Hill High School, Do-It-Yourself Facial           
Recognition System 
  
Akira successfully built and tested a facial recognition system using a Pi camera             
connected to a Raspberry Pi computer. Thirty-five image sets of each of his 17              
participant’s faces were taken face front on, side views, up, down, smile, frown             
and wearing a hat. The accuracy of the facial recognition software was tested             
with the participant changing their facial expressions. The overall accuracy of           
the system was 81.2% with an upper limit of 70% confidence interval for the              
system. The 35-image set had the best repeatability.  

Second Place - Dean Chapman, McAuley Catholic College, The effect of           
irrigation on the quality and quantity of a triticale crop grown for hay             
production 

Dean lives on a cattle property in the Northern Rivers region and the drought              
has dramatically impacted his family. With no water, his father has had to buy              
all his cattle feed. In a bid to alleviate this problem, Dean has conducted a study                
to quantitatively measure the effect of irrigation on the quantity and quality of             
a crop grown for hay production. Using a smaller scale, Dean grew 768 plants              
and measured 10 sample plants in each subplot. He measured dry matter yields             
and effectively converted these results to a 50-acre paddock simulation. 

Third Place - Danielle Gibson, Redeemer Baptist School, How Much Sugar?           
Using fermentation to determine the sugar content of fruit 
  
The sugar content of food is often measured with a Brix refractometer that is              
commonly found in industrial settings but is not a common apparatus in school             
laboratories. Knowing that the mass lost in a fermentation reaction is equal to             
the amount of carbon dioxide gas produced, Danielle realised that the sugar            
content of fruit can be calculated by measuring the loss of mass during the              
fermentation process. Using this method, she tested strawberries, pears and          
figs and found that her calculated sugar results matched theoretical sugar           
levels. 
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MANSW Working Mathematically 9-10 
 
First Place - Edward Garth, Redeemer Baptist School, A mathematical analysis           
of 134 intersection types for the purpose of developing a quicker, less variated             
and safer trip algorithm 
  
Although a student in Year 10, Edward had to explore the concepts of weighted              
paths and Kruskal’s shortest path algorithm from the HSC Standard Maths topic,            
Networks, for his Maths investigation. Through first-hand experience        
negotiating and timing 2987 intersections, Edward found that it was the           
intersections (nodes) in particular that most influenced the estimated time of           
arrival (ETA) for a trip. He identified 4 time-paralysing parameters and           
developed the precursor of an algorithm which minimised the variance of a            
weighted trip thus making his ETA more reliable than current mapping           
programs such as Google Maps. 
 

Second Place - Jade Johnston, St Paul's Catholic College, How does the size of a               
propeller affect its motion? 
 
For her experiment, Jade wanted to establish if the size of a propeller would              
affect the motion of a plane. Her hypothesis was that the propeller would affect              
its motion, however when put in a ratio it would stay the same. She built a                
replica of the Vans RV-6 aircraft and measured the time it took to travel 10cm,               
20cm, 30cm and 40cm. She compared the times with the real aircraft (1000X             
larger) travelling 1000X further and found the times were similar. 
 

Third Place - Ellis Kapsis, Aquinas Catholic College, Remote Controlled Car           
Friction Test 
 
Ellis looked at the influence of friction on the velocity and acceleration of a              
remote controlled car. Using the same car on carpet, concrete and tiles, he             
found that friction can be both advantageous and detrimental to the motion of             
a car. Too much friction and the car will have a high initial acceleration but               
motion will be hampered by the thickness of the carpet. Conversely, tiles have             
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little friction to slow a car down but there is not enough grip to get any effective                 
acceleration. Concrete, on the other-hand, had the ideal friction coefficient.  

MANSW Working Mathematically 11-12 

First Place - Judd Katz, Moriah College, Calculation of dark matter mass in S0              
galaxy NGC3115 - Galaxy mass discrepancy and escape velocity analysis 
This investigation explored the presence of dark matter in S0 Galaxy NGC3115            
by applying statistical analyses on datasets gathered from SLUGGS. This          
included sinusoidal regression followed by standard deviation calculations with         
the resulting function. Stellar mass was also computed and subtracted from           
dynamical mass to find the amount of dark matter. This method suggests that             
dark matter makes around 50% of the galaxy studied. The second method, using             
rotational velocity and escape velocity also derived from the same data sets,            
contradicted this finding. Discussion points were made questioning the validity          
of these methods employed. 

Second Place - Wilson Jiang, James Ruse Agricultural High School, Pendulum           
Motion! 
This investigation explored the use of approximations in the context of a            
pendulum compared to uniform circular motion. A pendulum was constructed          
so that its length could be varied. Error analysis was applied to each result data               
set collected. It was found that although both methods of analysis were very             
different with different approximations, both methods concluded with the same          
variables which can affect this form of simple harmonic motion. 
 
Third Place - Adithya Manoj, Redeemer Baptist School, Determining the          
diffusion of carbon dioxide through commercial soft drink bottles 
  
This investigation realises the significance of carbon dioxide loss from soft           
drinks through plastic bottles. The student applied Simpson’s Rule to          
measurements made by proportionally superimposing line paper over images of          
bottles used to calculate the surface area of the bottles. Bottles of various sizes              
were used as the independent variable. Data was digitally collected over 7 hour             
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periods, confirming that there is significant loss of carbon dioxide gas by            

diffusion through plastic.   
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NSW Nominee: 2020 BHP Billiton Foundation  
Science and Engineering Teacher Award 

Sandra Woodward, Wenona School 

The BHP Billiton Teacher Awards recognise outstanding contributions made by          
classroom teachers to science education, especially in the area of open ended            
investigations.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sandra Woodward is currently Head of Science at Wenona School and has over             
20 years of experience teaching Science. Her particular area of interest is            
Physics, but her overriding aim is to encourage more students to have a passion              
for science, and to raise the profile of science within the school community. 

As a teacher of Science and Physics, Sandra is constantly searching for ways to              
inspire students and harness their curiosity, enthusiasm and energy to drive           
them to understand more about the sciences and improve learning outcomes.           
Her search is supported by maintaining expert curriculum knowledge through          
the marking of the HSC, the writing of advancement programs and a textbook             
and course units in the sciences.   
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CREST Nominee: 2020 BHP Billiton Foundation  
Science and Engineering Teacher Award 

Diane Garth is a teacher of many talents. She has been Head of both History and                
Mathematics at the K-12 Redeemer Baptist School for over 20 years. However,            
she would be the first to tell you that the highlight of her week is teaching her                 
Year 1 or 2 Science & Technology class. During the last 30 years, Diane Garth has                
been teaching Stage 1 Science & Technology, developing teaching programs,          
mentoring many teachers and coordinating her School's CREST Award Program.  

 

 

Diane Garth  

Redeemer Baptist School 

 

 

 

 

The children adore Diane and can’t wait for the next Science & Technology             
lesson. Her genuine interest in new scientific discoveries is an important tool in             
her pedagogical practices. The children are excited with the awesomeness of           
new discoveries and recognise investigation as a tool for extending knowledge           
and solving problems. They are guided through sequenced scaffolding as they           
undertake authentic investigations drawn from their everyday context. 

Diane Garth is an avid supporter of CSIRO’s CREST Awards Program for it             
facilitates open inquiry in a non-competitive environment. It provides children          
with the tools to create a fair test and enables them to carry out that test as                 
independently as possible. With these skills onboard, many of her students have            
undertaken their own investigation in the STANSW Young Scientist Program and           
won major awards such as the 2018 Budding Young Scientist Award. 
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2019 NSW Premier’s Prize for Innovation in       
Science or Mathematics Teaching 

 

Stuart Garth  

Redeemer Baptist School 

 

 

Stuart Garth is an inspirational Science and Mathematics teacher whose          
remarkable leadership has led to 15 of his students being selected to represent             
Australia at the world’s largest school International Science and Engineering Fair           
(ISEF) - a representation three times greater than any other teacher in Australia. 

Due to Stuart’s innovative student-centred teaching style, he has mentored          
over 300 STEM projects, winning more than 200 state, national and           
international awards. As well as working tirelessly for his own students, Stuart            
has been at the forefront of the STANSW Young Scientist Committee for 20             
years. This leadership has led him to develop a comprehensive website,           
including benchmark projects.  

In recent years he has single-handedly brought together the professional STEM           
Teacher Associations in the promotion of syllabus-based category awards.         
Furthermore, the new NSW Depth Studies and Science Extension Course are a            
result of Stuart’s active deliberations with Kerry Sheehan from NESA, providing           
structured frameworks to conduct investigations in class time.  

Stuart is an incredibly dedicated STEM educator, thoroughly deserving of this           
award. His leadership has influenced not only students under his direct care at             
his school, but thousands involved in the STANSW Young Scientist Competition           
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and many thousands more who will benefit from the changes he has inspired in              
NESA’s new Science courses. 

Presentations Part 2: Most Promising Awards 
 

STANSW Most Promising Awards K-6 
 
Awarded to highly commended students who show particular promise         
and are encouraged to pursue further development 

 
 
Bethanie Jones, Redeemer Baptist School, Can Plants Reduce Soil Erosion? 

Bethanie investigated how rain causes soil to wash away and if plants reduce             
the soil erosion process. She found that the more plants in soil the less that soil                
will erode and that the roots of the plants hold the soil in place. 

 

Amelia Lai & Caitlyn Walker, PLC Sydney, The Dangers of a Lunch Box 

Amelia and Caitlyn are aware of the potential effect that warm, daily            
temperatures could have on the food taken to school in lunchboxes. They used             
digital thermometers to test the variations in temperature that lunch boxes           
could undergo over a seven hour time period and compared these           
temperatures to specific food perishability temperatures.   

 

Ronin Naumovski, Wollongong Public School, Shocked by the Power 

The aim of Ronin’s investigation was to test the static insulating and static             
retention properties of different materials using a home-built Van der Graaf           
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generator and electroscope. The study found that cotton was the best material            
to wear against static charge.  
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STANSW Most Promising Awards 7-12 
 

Sienna Biggs, Bishop Druitt College, Does Eye Colour Affect Peripheral Vision? 

Sienna tested the peripheral vision of 6 subjects with brown eyes, 6 subjects             
with blue eyes and 6 subjects with green eyes to establish if there is any               
relationship between eye colour and the width of a person’s peripheral vision.            
An object on a craft stick was moved from the side to the front of each subject                 
and the angle at which the colour and the shape of the object was first correctly                
identified was recorded. Preliminary tests showed brown-eyed people have the          
best peripheral vision but more extensive testing will be needed to further            
verify this relationship. 
 
 
Emma Leggett-Budden, Barker College, EzyLift 
 
One of the essential features of surf life saving is the inflatable rescue boat              
(IRB). Preparing the IRB requires the placement and removal of the outdoor            
motor onto the transom. Currently this is a dangerous and inefficient process            
that requires 2-3 people to complete. Emma has improved this situation by            
designing and constructing the Ezylift, which is a single-operator trolley device           
with a foot-operated hydraulic pedal that lifts or lowers the motor to the             
correct position on the IRB. 
 
 
Charlotte Hopperton, Nowra Anglican College, Behavioural Effects of        
Environmental Enrichment on Individual Caged Rabbits 
 
Charlotte was concerned about the impact of leaving rabbits in cages. She            
carried out an investigation where she thoroughly analysed the behaviour of           
five different mini-lop rabbits in a caged environment. Charlotte concluded that           
it is very important to provide toys or other forms of environmental enrichment             
to help them cope with the challenges of captivity. 
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2019 STANSW Young Scientist  
Paper Plane State Championship 

600 hundred students took part in the state finals of the 2019 STANSW Young              
Scientist Paper Plane State Championships, held in conjunction with the          
University of Sydney Open Day on Saturday, August 31st. 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third 
place throw of 23.18m in the Year 3 Distance Event,  
by Harry Brown from Normanhurst West Public School 
 
 
Students travelled from as far as Canberra and Bega to compete. Now into its              
fifth year, the Paper Plane Challenge is an established event on the NSW School              
calendar. Students competed in six age groups for both the distance and airtime             
events with a medal, certificate and $100 cash awarded to the winner of each              
event. The Regional High Flyers Challenge was held again for students unable to             
attend the State Championships. Videos of their throws were submitted for           
judging and a Victorian student won one of the categories. 
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Keynote Speaker 
 
Professor Lisa Harvey-Smith 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Professor Lisa Harvey-Smith is an award-winning astronomer, a presenter on the           
popular ABC television show Stargazing Live and author of ‘When Galaxies           
Collide’ and her new children’s book ‘Under the Stars’. She is a Professor at the               
University of New South Wales and the Australian Government’s Women in           
STEM Ambassador. She previously worked on the mega-telescope project the          
Square Kilometre Array – next-generation radio telescope that will survey          
billions of years of cosmic history. Lisa is a regular on TV and radio and has                
appeared on stage with Apollo astronauts including Buzz Aldrin. In her spare            
time, she runs ultramarathons. 
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Presentations Part 3: Sponsored Awards 
 
Primary Environment Award  

Awarded for the best primary school      

environmental project 

 
Oscar Fairhurst, Bowen Gozdzialsk & Christian Strumendo, Knox Grammar         
Preparatory School, R.C.B.O.C (River Cleaner, Bowen, Oscar, Christian) 

Oscar, Bowen and Christian are very concerned about the plastic waste that is             
littering our waterways and the impact of this on the food chains of aquatic and               
marine organisms. They surveyed 3 water bodies on the North Shore - Curl Curl              
Lagoon, Hornsby Creek and Terry’s Creek for plastic waste. Oscar, Bowen and            
Christian then produced a prototype robot to clean up plastic waste. They            
tested their R.C.B.O.C. robot and found that it was able to pick up not only               
larger pieces of plastic, but also microplastics. 
 

 
 

STEP Environmental Award 
Awarded for the best environmental entry 

 
 
Suzanne Jones, Redeemer Baptist School, The Call of the Wild  
 
Suzanne has conducted a phenological study. What is a phenological study - you             
may ask? Phenology is the study of the timing of the biological events in plants               
and animals and how these events relate to changes in seasons and climates.             
Suzanne surveyed the abundance and diversity of cicadas in Lake Parramatta           
Reserve from October 2018 to April 2019 by counting individuals calling. In all,             
seventeen different species were found, including the undescribed Sydney         
Ticking Ambertail Yoyetta species. The month of January had the most species            
present and the highest number of individual cicadas calling.   
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NMI Measurement Award  

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Scientifically that          
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement 

First Place - Na Zhao, PLC Sydney, An investigation into the effects of             
temperature on mechanical  properties of toad tendons 

Na’s experiment has provided biomechanical support for the athletic practice of           
warm up prior to sports to reduce the incidence of injury. Stiffness and ultimate              
tensile strength experiments at temperatures of 10 °C, 22°C (control), 35°C and            
45°C were conducted on 40 Achilles tendons, harvested from 20 cane toads.            
The results revealed no statistical differences between tendon stiffness and          
strength between 10°C, 22°C and 35°C. Yet there was a 37.5% decrease in             
stiffness and a 29.4% decrease in strength at 45°C with statistical significance.            
These findings suggest the benefit of warm up in preventing injury by increasing             
elasticity, yet they also indicate potential problems due to the decreased           
tendon strength.  

Second Place - Bob Chen, James Ruse Agricultural High School, Investigating           
and modelling capacitive power transfer: An innovative new method for faster           
wireless charging 

Wireless phone charging – is this a practical possibility? Well thanks to Bob’s             
first-hand investigation, he has shown that this innovative technology is closer           
than we think! This study is the first to apply and optimise the relatively new               
Capacitive Power Transfer (CPT) technology to domestic wireless charging. A          
circuit was designed so that the CPT system could charge an iPhone 7. Upon              
testing, it managed to outperform many commercial wireless charging         
solutions, delivering a huge 11.6W at peak, classifying it as “fast charging”,            
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making it one of the first wireless “Fast Chargers”, and the only one that works               
through metal.  

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Technologically  

First Place - Harshan Someshwar, James Ruse Agricultural High School,          
Generating electricity from pressurised water supplied for domestic use 

Harshan constructed a generator using a special turbine that spun when water            
was directed onto the plastic fan blades in a confined space. Using this             
generator, he conducted a series of experiments with repeated trials to           
compare the electrical power produced when water was moving in freefall due            
to gravity alone as opposed to moving downwards or sidewards under pressure.            
Water moving under pressure in a downwards direction generated the most           
power.  

Second Place - Gokulraj Kuppusamy & Ethan Tjhin, Redeemer Baptist School,           
Methane On Wheels 

Gokulraj and Ethan conducted an extensive set of controlled experiments where           
they measured the volume of methane biogas produced over a 50-day period            
from a variety of organic waste slurries where the waste was either meat, dairy,              
fruit, vegetables, carbohydrates or garden waste. Blending the waste yielded          
more methane so they incorporated a blender into the portable biodigester. 

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Mathematically that          
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement 

First Place - Edward Garth, Redeemer Baptist School, A mathematical analysis           
of 134 intersection types for the purpose of developing a quicker, less variated             
and safer trip algorithm 

Unlike most traffic flow surveys where traffic counting devices are installed or            
people sit at corners taking readings, this mathematics project was dynamic           
with all 2891 intersection-timing measurements taken from inside a travelling          
vehicle. Edward measured more than 10 turning times at 134 intersection types            
to generate a database of average and variance times for each intersection, to             
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develop the precursor of a weighted algorithm that minimises right hand turns            
and intersections with traffic flow controls such as traffic lights. 
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Second Place - Ruben Merani, Newington College, Dazzling and Daring Drive           
Time Dissertation 
  
Ruben measured the time it took to travel the 4.2 km journey through             
Haberfield to school before the WestConnex was opened, every day from 5th            
November 2018 to 28th June 2019. He hypothesised that Mondays and Fridays            
would be shortest as he conducted a similar but smaller project in 2015 which              
came up with these findings. Four years later, he found travel time had             
increased by an average 2-3 minutes and Fridays had the shortest travel time.             
Ruben also found that the earlier they departed, the shorter the driving time             
was. 

 

 

ASBMB Award  

Awarded for excellence in Biochemistry     
and Molecular Biology 
 
 
Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, Stranger Danger: A novel approach           
to cancer research using phenotypic morphing - The correlation between          
intercellular transfer from cancer-associated fibroblasts and the area of         
osteosarcoma cells 
 

Cancer is a particularly difficult disease to treat, as the physical characteristics of             
the cells change over time. This leads to spread of the cancer, as the existing               
treatments stop working. Angelina’s investigation considered the impact of the          
micro-environment of a cancer cell, particularly transfer of material from          
neighbouring cells that are themselves non-cancerous. Through cell culture and          
imaging, she showed that there was a strong correlation between material           
transfer and the area of the cell.  
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RACI Chemistry Encouragement Award  

For primary and secondary students demonstrating      

ability, skill and promise for Chemistry 

 

Primary - First Place: Scarlett Pawson, Oak Flats Public School, Bioplastic 

In this project Scarlett showed different ways to make bioplastic. Her results            
show that bioplastic quickly lost mass after being buried in soil. For example, it              
took only one week for bioplastic made out of milk to decompose. Since             
common plastic seems to take a long time to breakdown, Scarlett came to the              
conclusion that bioplastics may be a better choice as common plastics pollute            
the environment.  

Secondary - First Place: Ruth Burns, Redeemer Baptist School, Fast And Furious            
Equals Slow And Low 

Ruth investigated whether the speed at which a car travels, affects the level of              
Carbon Dioxide inside a vehicle when the cars air conditioner is set to recycle.              
Monitoring the CO2 levels when the car was traveling 0, 50, and 100 km/hr. She               
was able to demonstrate when the air conditioner was set to recirculate, CO2             
levels increase as the setting is not designed to draw in fresh air from outside               
the vehicle, but the faster the car travelled the lower the CO2 build up. 

Secondary - Highly Commended: Dong Duong Nguyen, St Andrew's Cathedral          
School, Improving the effectiveness of water purification tablets with heat 

Water purification tablets are a cheap and convenient means of water           
purification. However, their effectiveness is questionable, with water-related        
illnesses still prevalent in water-poor communities. This investigation showed         
that, by increasing initial water temperature (from 25°C to 45°C), water           
purification tablets can be made to work more effectively, an important finding            
for those in water-poor communities who regularly depend on them as a form             
of water purification.   
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AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications      
in  Working Scientifically  

 

Primary - Equal First Place: Connor Fleeton and Ericha Koutsogiannopoulos,          
Sylvania Heights Public School, Sound: How can I make my music box louder? 

Connor and Ericha investigated the best way to amplify sound from a music box.              
They collected data using a sound meter app on a smartphone and presented             
their results in clear, digitally produced graphs and tables. They found that for             
best amplification of sound, the container needs a hollow space with hard walls. 

Primary - Equal First Place: Will McKenzie, Dubbo South Public School, Can            
Will's Water Wobot water the lawn more evenly than a sprinkler? 

Will investigated a variety of different sprinklers to find which one watered the             
lawn most evenly. He compared his results with the spread of water produced             
from his Water Wobot. Will digitally produced a thorough and beautifully           
presented design portfolio, containing detailed diagrams, graphs and tables. 

Secondary - Equal First Place: Scarlet Gray, SCEGGS, CPR Bicycle Light 

Scarlet is concerned about the safety of cyclists on the road and so she designed               
the CPR Bicycle Light to aid in the reduction of rear-end collisions between             
cyclists in a peloton. Her design including an IR receiver on the front of each               
bike, and a transmitter on the rear to enable communication between cyclists.  

Secondary - Equal First Place: Akira Naumovski, Smith's Hill High School,           
Do-It-Yourself Facial Recognition System 

Akira explored the sensitivity of a facial recognition system to different           
variables. Access to our smartphones often relies on identification of faces, and            
it threatens our privacy or causes great frustration when the process is slow or              
inaccurate.  
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AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications in Working Technologically  

 
Primary - Equal First Place: James Bestic, Castle Cove Public School, SAS - Safe              
Air Schools 
James designed and built an air quality monitoring and alert system for use in              
schools. His working prototype uses an Arduino board to process PM2.5 air            
sensor data and display it on a RGB LED indicator.  

 
Primary - Equal First Place: Hayley Prodinger, St John Bosco Catholic Primary            
School, Avery the Reminder Cat 
Avery wanted to design a product that would remind her when she needed to              
do certain things so that her Mum didn’t have to. Her design was in the shape of                 
a cat and she chose the name Avery because it means wise. Avery presented              
her Design Portfolio as a clear, digitally produced document outlining the detail            
and time spent on her invention. 
 
Secondary - Equal First Place: Jordan Salmon, Clancy College, MobiPark 
Dedicated parking spots are provided for cars used by disabled people with a             
permit, but the system is often abused. Jordan developed a prototype system            
that would register the number plate of a car in a disabled parking space and               
check whether the car was registered to someone with a permit. The device             
would then send a message using WiFi to determine whether this was a valid              
use of the permit, or whether it should be reported to the police. 
 
Secondary - Equal First Place: Callum Taylor, The King's School, AgX 
Callum designed a system of SmartTags and SmartProbes to determine livestock           
location and soil moisture. The system makes use of a nano-satellite network to             
communicate the status and data from each tag, allowing farmers to remotely            
monitor conditions on their farm, without relying on patchy mobile coverage. 
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AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications in Working Mathematically  

 

Primary - Equal First Place: Nick Farley, Castle Cove Public School, WiFi in my              
Classroom 
Nick’s investigation aimed to see if some of his schools classrooms had harmful             
levels of electromagnetic radiation (EMR). He made a larger number of readings            
using an EMF Acousticom 2 meter. He concluded EMR increased slightly with            
the presence of mobile devices but not to harmful levels. 
 
Primary - Equal First Place: Oscar Fairhurst, Bowen Gozdzialski & Christian           
Strumendo, Knox Grammar Preparatory School, R.C.B.O.C (River Cleaner,        
Bowen, Oscar, Christian) 
Oscar, Bowen and Christian designed a robot that could clean up the plastic             
waste littering our waterways. They digitally produced a design portfolio          
containing detailed diagrams and tables of data. When tested, the R.C.B.O.C.           
robot was able to pick up not only larger pieces of plastic, but also microplastics. 

Secondary - Equal First Place: Meg Emery, Kildare Catholic College,          
Uncertainties in extrapolated historic measures of double stars: Improvements         
in precision of double star astrometry and the consequent worth of old data 

The development of space-based missions like HIPPARCOS has made changes to           
the way astronomy is conducted. Data is gathered on a large scale and             
communicated to repositories on Earth, where scientists can access it. Meg’s           
investigation showed that historic data still has a place in modern research. 

Secondary - Equal First Place: Emma Serisier, Bishop Druitt College,          
Determining how much eggshell waste to apply as a bio-adsorbant of           
phosphates for water and soil quality in agricultural use. 

Emma built a model, with input via questions in a spreadsheet, that could be              
used by farmers to calculate the amount of eggshell to be applied act as a               
bio-adsorbant to reduce phosphate runoff. The spreadsheet also displayed the          
savings as a result of the reduced need for superphosphate fertiliser.  
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AIP Most Outstanding Physics Award  
 

 
 
For the students who best represent the theme,  

“Drones, Droids and Robots”  

First Place - Callum Taylor, The King's School, AgX 

With the increasing impact of drought, it is imperative that farmers have access             
to accurate and timely information to enable them to make good decisions to             
maximise food production. Callum designed a system to remotely monitor          
livestock position and soil moisture, using a nano-satellite network to overcome           
issues of poor connection over mobile networks in rural areas. 

Second Place - Rohan  Fahey, Barker College, The AutoBin  

No-one likes having to take the bins out to the street each week. However, for               
the elderly and disabled it can be a difficult or impossible task. Rohan set out to                
design a device that could perform this task automatically. The council wheelie            
bin is placed initially onto the Autobin, and the device can then take the bin out                
to the kerb and back again. 

Third Place - Kingston Rahme & Mitchell Whiley, Knox Grammar Preparatory           
School, Robot Head 

Kingston and Mitchell were concerned that guide dogs are not available for            
everyone who might benefit from them, so they built an alert system intended             
to help the visually impaired. Their device uses gesture detection to allow the             
user to request certain information like the time or distance to an object. It also               
allows the user to attract the attention of those around them if they need help. 
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Sebel Testing and Evaluation Award 

Based on the high level of quality control that Sebel          
displays in the design and manufacture of their        
products, they are looking for students who display the         
same meticulous and rigorous testing of their results       
or final products 

 
First Place - Edward Garth, Redeemer Baptist School, A mathematical analysis           
of 134 intersection types for the purpose of developing a quicker, less variated             
and safer trip algorithm 
In a bid to develop a shortest path algorithm that minimises right-hand turns,             
Edward measured the time it took to negotiate 134 intersection types over a             
4-month period. Spanning more than 50 trips during the peak time of 5pm to              
6:30pm, a total of 2891 dynamic intersection timings were recorded, totalling           
17.94 hours negotiating intersections. Using this database, Edward’s program         
also selects intersections that have a low variance weighting so that the given             
ETA has a lower standard deviation and provides a more reliable trip time.  
 
Second Place - Ivan Wallace, Redeemer Baptist School, Debunking the myth of            
mobile phones at petrol stations  
Ivan constructed an electrostatic field meter to measure the static build-up of a             
person exiting a car. Four different trouser materials were tested on 5 car seat              
materials and for all 20 permutations, Ivan conducted 10 trials in an attempt to              
quantify a phenomenon that’s very hard to quantify. He successfully obtained           
low-variance voltages that produced an electric shock, unlike 20 mobile phones           
ringing simultaneously which failed to produce any noticeable voltage.  
 
Third Place - Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, My Big Berry Beautiful Blueberry            
Project 
Being in Kindergarten has not intimidated this amazing young scientist! Over a            
period of 7 months, Romilly counted and weighed the berries purchased in 40             
punnets of different 125g brand blueberries. To her horror, the average weight            
of edible blueberries was 108g and for one punnet only 44g of blueberries were              
edible. She found some brands were more reliable than others.   
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards 

For Year 11 or 12 investigations that most effectively         
communicate deep knowledge of one or more concepts from         
the syllabus. 

 
Gold Award - Joshua Salama, James Ruse Agricultural High School, Effects of            
different surfactants on the adsorption of octane vapors 
Joshua designed and conducted an experiment to determine the adsorptive          
capacity of three different surfactant chemical filters against octane vapours          
over time. He determined that non-ionic surfactants were the most effective at            
slowing the rate at which octant vapours escaped, followed by anionic and            
cationic surfactants.  
 
Silver Award - Haider Ali, James Joseph and Ali Ridha, St. Johns College Dubbo,              
Efficiency of Immobilised Yeast Enzymes 
Haider, James and Ali investigated the efficiency of immobilised yeast enzymes           
in breaking down sucrose solutions into glucose. They ran experiments first           
creating the immobilised enzymes before testing them and then finally          
comparing them against normal mobile yeast enzymes. They discovered that          
the immobilised yeast enzymes increased in efficiency over time and thus would            
be more efficient long term than the mobile enzymes.  
 
Silver Award - Jowell El-Darwiche, Amity College, Does an expiration date           
really matter? Determining whether expired vitamin C tablets contain a mass           
that is less or more titratable acidity per tablet than non-expired vitamin C             
tablets 
A two year shelf-life is typically given for vitamin C tablets. Through titration,             
Jowell compared the two packets, one which expired in 2014 and another with             
an expiry date in 2020. The results showed that more acid was present in the               
expired tablets, but this was explained as being due to the presence of other              
acids, rather than an increase in ascorbic acid (vitamin C).  
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards 
 
Silver Award - Kirra Gaedt, Wollumbin High School, The impact of           
rhizobacteria Bacillus subtilis on sugarcane growth in saline conditions 
Keen to address a problem for the future, Kirra investigated the effects of             
increasing salinity on the growth of sugarcane inoculated with Bacillus subtilis.           
Kirra discovered that the application of the Bacillus subtilis appeared to have            
prompted growth in the sugarcane plants subjected to non-saline conditions,          
but had a negative impact on growth on those that grew in saline conditions. 

 
Silver Award - Julian Garratt, Champagnat Catholic College Pagewood, General          
Practitioner knowledge and awareness of pregabalin abuse and misuse  
Julian surveyed medical practitioners with over 20 years experience and          
gathered information regarding the use and attitudes towards pregabalin. Julian          
determined that the vast majority of practitioners were aware that pregabalin           
was used as a drug of abuse and consistently checked their patients’            
background history in terms of drug abuse.  
 
 
Silver Award - Antonio Rajaratnam, Redeemer Baptist School, I do believe in            
Fairies! I do! I do! 
The Sand Fairy cicada (Sylphoides arenaria) is a potentially endangered species           
that is especially at risk from disturbance of beach dunes. As a result, it was               
thought to have become extinct in Sydney. After no sightings for 100 years             
Antonio has rediscovered Sand Fairies on four beaches in Sydney’s north. 
 

Bronze Award - Wanning Cai, Meriden School, Modelling Thin Film          
Interference 
Wanning set out to determine whether the depth of water in a petri dish could               
be accurately determined through the use of the phenomenon of thin film            
interference. A laser beam aimed at the water will be split, with some light              
reflecting from the top surface and some reflected from the bottom surface.            
The two beams will interfere, resulting in dots on a screen. She found that the               
method worked, although not yet to the required level of accuracy. 
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards 
 
Bronze Award - Halle Cambey, Aquinas Catholic College, Olive Oil Biofuel vs            
Ethanol  
Halle investigated the effectiveness of different biofuels, in particular looking at           
homemade olive oil versus ethanol. She discovered that ethanol was a less            
efficient fuel source than the homemade olive oil and that more heat was             
produced by the combustion of the olive oil as more chemical bonds were             
broken. She then compared the experimental enthalpy of combustion against          
the known standards for both chemicals.  
 
Bronze Award - Hannah Chow & Alison Ma, Sydney Girls High School, Physics             
Behind a Flying Fox 
The ‘flying fox’ can be an exciting experience for all ages. Hannah and Alison              
investigated the use of a spring to bring the rider to a stop at the end, allowing                 
them to explore the nature of the elastic force and energy in relation to the               
amount the spring is compressed.  
 
Bronze Award - Bilal El Omari, Al Amanah College, A solar power steam             
generator that purifies dirty water and generates electricity 
Bilal explored the uses of a number of physics concepts by designing a system to               
use sunlight concentrated by a curved reflector to boil water. The steam could             
then be used to run a generator to produce electricity, while the steam could be               
condensed into pure water. 
 
Bronze Award - Kate Ferguson, Melville High School, The effects of acid sulfate             
soils on sunflower seed yield 
Kate was concerned about poor soil quality, due to the oxidation of iron pyrite,              
in the Macleay Valley on the mid-north coast of NSW. She conducted an             
investigation to test the effect of different levels of soil pH on the yield of               
sunflower seeds and found that production dropped off when the pH was less             
than 6.5. 
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards 
 
Bronze Award - Sarah Fraanje, Roseville College, Slime moulds ability to           
habituate to caffeine  
Sarah exposed slime moulds to different strengths of caffeine with multiple           
exposures over three consecutive days. Sarah observed that the slime moulds           
became habituated to the effects of caffeine and showed that this was            
statistically significant by conducting an ANOVA test. 
 

Bronze Award - William Graham, Batemans Bay High School, Surface area           
versus rate of reaction 
William decided to explore the concept of reaction rate by testing the effect of              
particle size on the rate of reaction between sugar and potassium nitrate. His             
measurements showed that the rate of reaction increased with the surface area            
of the reactants, and he related these results back to collision theory. 
 
Bronze Award - Sarah Hens, Menai High School, Is swallowing it enough?            
Improving the efficacy of esomeprazole 
Sarah used titrations to investigate the effect of taking different liquids with the             
proton pump inhibitor esomeprazole on its efficacy. Esomeprazole is commonly          
used to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease. Sarah’s investigation modelled         
the action of the drug through neutralisation reactions and found that ethanol            
and tap water produced the maximum efficacy of the drug in vitro. 
 
Bronze Award - Liam Jarrett, Wyong Christian Community School, Microbial          
growth in water 
Liam tested water samples including tap water, spring water and water from            
wetlands, to compare the bacteria numbers. After streaking the sample on agar            
and incubating for 72 hours, he found that, on average, a larger number of              
colonies grew from the wetlands water, while the spring water had the least.  
 
Bronze Award - Tony Le, Marrickville High School, Infectious Disease 
Tony wanted to explore factors related to the spread of infectious disease. He             
conducted a series of experiments involving culture of bacteria and fungi from            
the environment, as well as the effects of washing with an antiseptic handwash             
and susceptibility to various antibiotics. 
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Rowe Scientific Depth Study Awards 
 
Bronze Award - Zoe Morgan, Wyndham College, Effect of wind turbine angle            
on the amount of electricity generated 
Turbines are used to generate electricity using many energy sources, including           
wind energy, and the design of the turbine blades is critical. Zoe showed that              
aligning the turbine blades at 90 degrees relative to the wind resulted in the              
highest current produced by a small model turbine. 
 
Bronze Award - Thomas Stevens, Fort Street High School, The Formation of the             
Jurassic Coast 
Thomas investigated the geological history a stretch of coastline along the south            
of England, known as the Jurassic Coast. He produced an interactive model to             
illustrate the processes involved, allowing the user to select different rock layers            
and learn about their formation. 
 
Bronze Award - Jack Thomas, The King's School, The Impact of pH and             
atmosphere on the growth and antibiotic resistance of Pseudomonas         
fluorescens 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a common infection for people with cystic fibrosis,           
whose lung environment tends to be more acidic than others. Jack tested a             
similar, but less pathogenic organism and found that it grew better in a             
combination of slightly acidic pH and in an aerobic environment. The conditions            
also affected the organism’s susceptibility to antibiotics. 
 
Bronze Award - Tara Young, St Joseph's Regional College, Using an egg model             
to compare the effects of mammalian erythrocytes subject to osmotic          
solutions 
Tara explored the concept of osmosis by investigating the effect of different            
concentration solutions on the size of a cell. She was particularly interested in             
the effect on red blood cells, but used a standard chicken egg with the shell               
removed as a more accessible model.  
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Presentations Part 4: Grand Awards 
 

Budding Young Scientist  
 

Sponsored by Fizzics Education, the     

Budding Young Scientist is    

presented to the best overall K-2      

project 

 
Romilly Merani, PLC Sydney, My Big Berry Beautiful Blueberry Project  

 

Romilly loves blueberries. Her parents purchased blueberries each week for          
many months so Romilly could count how many each punnet contained and            
how the actual weight of each punnet compared to that stated on the             
container. Romilly analysed her data to discover the brand with the most edible             
blueberries, and also the best season for purchasing blueberries. 
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Primary Young Scientist 
Sponsored by Fizzics Education,    

the Primary Young Scientist is     

presented to the best overall 3-6      

project 

 

Emma Wood, Castle Cove Public School, Cost of a Winning Smile 

 

Emma wanted to establish whether the quality of teeth cleaning was impacted            
by the type of toothbrush used. She tested manual and electric toothbrushes.            
Results showed that the quality of brushing and not the toothbrush itself that             
made the biggest difference in removing plaque from teeth. 
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2020 Broadcom MASTERS International Delegate   

 
One student with a top entry from Years 7-8 will travel           
to Anaheim, California, USA, to the Broadcom MASTERS        
International in May 2020. The selected student must be         
a prize-winner, a good communicator and fit the age         
requirements. 
 
Akira Naumovski, Smith's Hill High School,      
Do-It-Yourself Facial Recognition System 

 
 
Facial recognition is increasingly being used in a range of applications, including            
as an alternative to passwords. It is therefore essential that it be reliable. Akira              
implemented a facial recognition system using modules available for the          
Raspberry Pi system, and tested the effect of various factors on the accuracy             
and sensitivity of the system. The system was better able to recognise older             
people, men better than women, and that the alignment of the face had an              
impact. 
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2020 Broadcom MASTERS International Honorary Mention   
 
One student with a top entry from Years 7-8 will be selected as a reserve for the                 
Broadcom MASTERS International delegate. The selected student, who will        
receive $100 in cash, must also be a prize-winner, a good communicator and fit              
the age requirements. 

 

Darren Candra, Redeemer Baptist School, As Straight as an Arrow  

 
After taking up archery, Darren discovered that his poor performance in hitting            
the target was due to bent aluminium arrows. The more expensive carbon            
arrows used by more experienced archers were said to be less likely to bend.              
Darren investigated this claim, designing and building a bow holder to enable            
consistency. His results showed that the carbon composite arrows were more           
durable and consistent than aluminium, justifying the higher cost. 
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2019 Regional Young Scientist Program Awards 

 
 
 
 
The Sapphire Foundation Regional Young Scientist Program targets regional         
students and rewards exceptional projects from regional areas.  
 
Gold 
Jasmin Henson Gallardo  
Dean Chapman  
Will McKenzie  
 
 
 
  

Silver 
Natasha Marshall 
Tara Young  
Bennett Mitchelhill  
Ella Hosemans  
Tess Klower  
Charlotte Hopperton  
James Lowe & Emma Serisier  
Ruby Iredale & Scarlett Shadbolt  
Molly Fitzpatrick, Jade Neilson &     

Lucia Semple  

 

2020 ISEF Finalist Pathways 

The International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) is the world’s largest           
school STEM fair with over 1800 students competing from 80 countries. It is             
organised by the Society for Science and the Public. The STANSW Young Scientist             
Awards are an ISEF-affiliated State Fair that have a project allocation of 9             
projects that can be sent to ISEF, subject to funding. 

There are currently three main pathways through which Years 9 to 12 projects             
are selected for ISEF. Six projects come from the Science or Technology pathway             
selected by the ISEF panel. One project comes from the Mathematics pathway            
selected by the ISEF Panel. Two projects come from the Regional pathway            
selected by the Sapphire Foundation. 
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Regional Young Scientist Teacher Ambassador Award 2019 

One deserving teacher from a Regional School will be rewarded for their            
implementation of the Young Scientist Awards. This teacher will join the ISEF            
team as a chaperone of the winning regional students to ISEF 2020, and work as               
an ambassador for STEM and science engagement within their community. 

 
Winner: Matthew McKenzie 

Principal, Thalgarrah Environmental Education Centre 
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2020 ISEF Prize   
A maximum of nine winning projects will be selected from Years 9-12. The            
winning students will travel to Anaheim, California, USA, to represent Australia           
at the International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) in May 2020.  
 

Confirmed ISEF Sponsors 
 
 
 
 
 

Message from our newest ISEF sponsor Experts in        

the art of timetabling, Edval Education has been        

focused on solutions-based software and services      

for school timetabling for over 20 years. We aim to          

help schools get better outcomes for teachers and        

students through smarter timetabling. To further      

our expertise in timetabling we are launching Australia's first timetable conference           

EdvalX Timetable Summit in March 2020. To find out more about our conference,             

products or services please visit www.edval.education  

 

Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, Stranger Danger: A novel approach           
to cancer research using phenotypic morphing - The correlation between          
intercellular transfer from cancer-associated fibroblasts and the area of         
osteosarcoma cells 
Know your enemy. In the battle against cancer, one must know how it behaves              
in order to plan how to fight it. Angelina used stains to mark cellular material               
and determine what happened to this in the presence of cancer cells. She was              
able to demonstrate that cancer cells are capable of incorporating this material            
into their own cells and therefore perhaps be able to respond to and counter              
treatments and medicines. 
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Eleanor Clifton-Bligh, PLC Sydney, The effect of concentration of surfactant          
(TTAB) on the morphology of calcium carbonate precipitates 
 

 
 
 
Eleanor’s investigation has shown micelle-templating of CaCO3 is feasible and          
that macroporous structures suitable for bone graft application can be formed.           
The presence of TTAB on the CaCO3 surface also imparts significantly enhanced            
pH stability such that the macroporous structures may be stable at physiological            
pH. These factors suggest micelle-templating may provide a cheap and efficient           
method for generating calcium-based scaffolds for synthetic bone grafts.   
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Molly Dixon, Wenona, Vinnie - Solar-powered talking clothing donation bank 
 

 
 
The clothing charity bin has remained virtually unchanged since their inception           
in 1937. Despite their good intended purposes, the bins are often abused with             
piles of clothes left outside and garbage deposited inside the bins. So how can a               
young girl change the public perception of these charity bins? She has created             
two attractively presented hexagonal clothing “banks” that talk. Vinnie thanks          
you for your donation and directs you to put used clothing in the “Rags” bank               
and your better clothing in the “Riches” bank. The banks incorporate infrared            
photodetectors that inform the operation platform of current clothing capacity.  
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John Holz, Kildare Catholic College, The thawing temperatures of         
cryopreserved semen and its effects on spermatozoal motility in equine 
 
Cryopreserving semen is an effective way of ensuring the longevity of equine            
sperm. John was interested in what would the ideal temperature to thaw the             
semen and as such designed an experiment looking at sperm’s motility after            
thawing over a range of temperatures. He determined that 37°C was the ideal             
temperature to thaw the semen at as motility was vastly reduced after this             
temperature.  
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Judd Katz, Moriah College, Calculation of dark matter mass in S0 galaxy            
NGC3115 - Galaxy mass discrepancy and escape velocity analysis 
 

 
 
This investigation explored the presence of dark matter in S0 Galaxy NGC3115            
by applying statistical analyses on datasets gathered from SLUGGS. This          
included sinusoidal regression followed by standard deviation calculations with         
the resulting function. Stellar mass was also computed and subtracted from           
dynamical mass to find the amount of dark matter. This method suggests that             
dark matter makes around 50% of the galaxy studied. The second method, using             
rotational velocity and escape velocity also derived from the same data sets,            
contradicted this finding. Discussion points were made questioning the validity          
of these methods employed. 
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Emma Leggett-Budden, Barker College, EzyLift 

 

 
 
One of the essential features of surf life saving is the inflatable rescue boat              
(IRB). Preparing the IRB requires the placement and removal of the outdoor            
motor onto the transom. Currently this is a dangerous and inefficient process            
that requires 2-3 people to complete. Emma has improved this situation by            
designing and constructing the Ezylift, which is a single-operator trolley device           
with a foot-operated hydraulic pedal that lifts or lowers the motor to the             
correct position on the IRB. 
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Jordan Salmon, Clancy College, MobiPark 
 

 
 
Dedicated parking spots are provided for cars used by disabled people with a             
permit, but the system is often abused. Jordan developed a prototype system            
that would register the number plate of a car in a disabled parking space and               
check whether the car was registered to someone with a permit. The device             
would then send a message using WiFi to determine whether this was a valid              
use of the permit, or whether it should be reported to the police. 
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Emma Serisier, Bishop Druitt College, The use of eggshell waste as a            
bio-adsorbant of phosphates for water and soil quality 
  
Emma studied what materials would be best used as a bio-adsorbant of            
phosphates for water and soil quality. She studied multiple materials and ended            
up concluding that egg shells where the most eggcellent material. Her study            
concluded that the eggonomic and environmental benefits of the potential          
agricultural use of biowaste products, such as eggshells, as an adsorbent and            
soil conditioner, appear to have been undervalued and underutilised.  
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Callum Taylor, The King's School, AgX 
 

 
 
Callum has founded AgX which is a range of smart products that will deliver              
precision broadacre farming using nano-satellite technology, which has never         
been used before in this space in Australia. Currently Callum has developed two             
smart products linked to a farm-customised website and app: a SmartTag for            
livestock and a SmartProbe for soil. The SmartProbe, for instance, provides           
micro-climate information to croppers, allowing for precision farming. It         
measures critical soil and pasture data detailing predicted dry-yield matter,          
alerting farmers in advance of changing conditions. 
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2019 Young Scientist of the Year Award  
 

$2000 award to the student who submits the most outstanding project overall 
 
Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, Stranger Danger: A novel approach           
to cancer research using phenotypic morphing - The correlation between          
intercellular transfer from cancer-associated fibroblasts and the area of         
osteosarcoma cells 
 
Know your enemy. In the battle against cancer, one must know how it behaves              
in order to plan how to fight it. Angelina used stains to mark cellular material               
and determine what happened to this in the presence of cancer cells. She was              
able to demonstrate that cancer cells are capable of incorporating this material            
into their own cells and therefore perhaps be able to respond to and counter              
treatments and medicines. 
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